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ASICS Tiger recently to celebrate the advent of brand GEL cushioning gel expires 30 years, made a series of related projects,
including commemorative shoes, animation and so on review (station reports), with four classic brand shoes to commemorate this
milestone, the future, bias of the style of Cyberpunk Gel-Lyte III, Gel - Interpretation Lyte V, GT-COOL XPRESS, Gel Quantum - 360,
as the water grid, with blue gel ink, suede and other elements, design reflects the brand along the way of love. 

said GEL cushioning gel, when in the advertisement firmly caught from 6 m falling egg picture is difficult to make people forget, this
unique ASICS suspension formulation does have its powerful place, across multiple fields are capable of moving freely, but over the
past 30 years, it can not be stopped. Still continuing innovation evolution, especially foreign websites also selected several important
works, the reform and innovation of science and technology GEL take you to review the way. 
A very classic advertising 

source: HYPEBEAST

sports, regardless of national boundaries, communicate with each other and pass on the passion and idea between them, which is a
valuable experience for every athlete. Kyrie Irving this summer Nike invitation activities officially launched a personal tour of Asia, the
first stop of his first visit to Japan and Tokyo, after a series of media interviews, training activities, first came to Tokyo how can miss
one of the landmarks of the most representative? Kyrie Irving left a memorial to the Eiffel Tower in Tokyo. 

can see that he himself has personally been using the Kyrie 3 platinum version of Taiwan which will be available recently, and there is
a bigger surprise waiting for you. 

Kyrir Irving appeared in Harajuku, there are so many fans waiting for the scene to close contact with him, a simple interview at the
same time you noticed? The Kyrie 3 on his feet is very different. Yo, it's a pair of Mandarin ducks. 

[CLUTCH BUCKET and her school of Tokyo] Dhaka, the Japanese group, Anna?, at, NIKE, in Harajuku 
Dhaka, 
and her group, the group, Anna? In harajuku. At the beginning of the Tokyo of land in will, He, this on expression of - or see estate in
ka. The Kara lumira and with the letter. For a leaf or smell of paint - I escape. 

by Nike Japan (nano - and) labeled 
in July 20, 2017 
sure, you have to take a photo of yourself! I wonder if Kyrie Irving is coming to Taiwan this weekend. Where can I take a picture with
you?. 

, Nike, Harajuku, store! All love!! Very grateful
! 
A, post, shared, by, Kyrie, Irving (@kyrieirving), on, Jul 20, 2017, at, 10:25pm, PDT

then Kyrie Irving came to the stadium, training together with the students, but also personally end with the players during the
confrontation, teaching skills, interested friends can watch the following by Nike Japan throughout the broadcast film record. 

[CLUTCH BUCKET and her school of Tokyo] Dhaka, the first group, Anna? Tomorrow I do not 
, vespaDhaka, 
and her? The Japanese group, Anna, massively early communication, noyes. On the first line in Shanshan in lumira, fierce, human or
organization of fries with the form and the Shen will for her, now, for most of the new orders to pay down or roasted with yo u. 

by Nike Japan (nano - and) labeled 
in July 21, 2017 
's trip to Tokyo, Japan, attracted most of his fans' attention except his basketball skills

on the Internet recently released this? Hyperfranchise Nike is the new street style, from the appearance point of view can obviously
feel is used on? Design of the Hyperfuse series as the base, and enhance the outdoor performance of a boots, ankle using FUSE



lightweight material suspension configuration is using Zoom Air suspension technology, the bottom line is reminiscent of Dream
Season 3 at the end of summer to the launch position is high CP value of outdoor shoes, please continue to look forward to a follow-
up more. 

source: sneakernews
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About Us 
KENLU.net, founded in 2001, is a Taiwan based sports shoes content website that focuses on basketball, jogging, performance
related shoes, and the online magazine, starting point for Lifestyle content. 

KENLU.net, is, founded, in,, as, a, Sneakers, community., We, Love, Wear, and, Study, Sneakers.
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